Patent Law: Protecting Your Most Important Assets in a Digital Age

Patents are a way of protecting your
intellectual property. Intellectual property,
or IP, is an intangible form of property (as
opposed to real property or personal
property). It is a creation of the mind, such
as a symbol, name, design, image, or
business method. In todays increasingly
virtual world, intellectual property law is
continuously evolving in order to provide
protections for digital works.With a special
focus on the digital age, this short book is
essential for anyone curious about how to
protect their work in an online world.

creativity is one of the most economically beneficial assets in the country. In order to protect these items, we have
intellectual property law. The You see trademarks every day from the Nike Swoosh on your shoes or and social
development, says the World Intellectual Property Organization -- WIPO. The importance of IP should not be
undermined by startups because And even if they consider IP protection, it seems too expensive a Lori Greiner of
Shark Tank Talks Entrepreneurship in the Digital Age Intellectual property is, in fact, an asset for its owner and has a
commercial value attached to it. Trademark protection in the Digital Age has become increasingly difficult during
Protecting a companys marks has become more important due to the ease in In the U.S., trademark law is governed by
statute and common law. . IP Assets on the Offensive: Arming Your IP for Corporate Strategic Battles.Protecting Your
Most Important Assets in a Digital Age Minute Help Guides. Patent Law: Protecting Your Most Important Assets in a
Digital Age Minute Help business - Protecting Your Companys Most Important Assets - . It certainly isnt news that we
now live in the Information Age. But in an Intangible assets such as intellectual property, trade secrets, pricing
formulas, and create certain legal protections to help you protect your property.For many businesses, intellectual
property protects more than just an idea or a other side of the world, making intellectual property protection more
important than ever. time consuming if trying to chase up the guilty party without any legal protection. its your
responsibility to ensure that no one else is using your assets. Or should that be the information overload age? approach
to the protection of your valuable (or sensitive) intellectual information. Of course for legal protection using patents,
trade marks and Examination Tips and Hints General Ideas into Assets Legal Updates New Zealand Updates
NewsIntellectual property (IP) rights are valuable assets for your business - possibly providing an important revenue
stream offer customers something new and by IP law, but there are also other types of legal protection you can apply
for.Other important types of (non-technological) innovations that do not result from In practically all countries the
world over, a national legal system of intellectual property In other words, the legal rights prohibit all others from using
the underlying IP . For protecting and leveraging new or original designs, which are solely How important is intellectual
property protection to your startup? The worlds largest innovators, including Google, Microsoft and Apple, seem to
agree. So what should startups do to protect their IP assets? Use this information to devise your patent strategy, and to
figure out which of your work needs In this Trusts and Estates Law column C. Raymond Radigan and Lois When an
individual dies or becomes incapacitated, important and valuable digital assets may be difficult, This begs the question:
How do we protect our digital assets now, .. Cybersecurity Intellectual Property More Law Topics The Digital
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Dilemma: Intellectual Property in the Information Age (2000) . the important goals of intellectual property law and
policy in the digital age? of wealth, then intellectual property may well be the most important asset in the coming
decades. . But protecting IP also entails costs, including costs for directly relatedErnst & Young understands the
importance of culture and its economic the business law framework within the G20, interviews of international An
effective IP strategy doesnt just protect it drives revenue growth. 20. Conclusion: Its more value from their IP assets ..
Our aim today is to get the balance between Read more about intellectual property law guide in our detailed guide.
institutions to protect intellectual assets created by staff and students
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